Age-related memory impairment (AMI) is a critical and debilitating phenotype of brain aging, but its underlying molecular mechanisms are largely unknown. In Drosophila, AMI is highly correlated with PKA activity in the mushroom bodies, neural centers essential for forming associative olfactory memories. Heterozygous mutations in DC0 (DC0/ϩ), which encodes the major catalytic subunit of PKA (PKAc), significantly suppress AMI, while overexpression of a DC0 transgene (DC0 ϩ ) impairs memory and occludes AMI. PKA activity does not increase upon aging, and it is not clear whether AMI is caused by continual PKA activity throughout aging or by an acute increase in PKA signaling at old ages. Likewise, it is not clear whether AMI can be ameliorated by acute interventions at old ages or whether continuous intervention throughout aging is necessary. We show here that an acute increase in PKA activity at old ages is sufficient to restore normal AMI in DC0/ϩ flies. Conversely, acute expression of a PKA inhibitory peptide at old ages is sufficient to reverse AMI in a wild-type background. These results indicate that AMI in Drosophila is caused by an age-dependent change in PKA-dependent signaling that can be reversed by acute interventions at old ages.
Introduction
Aging has often been proposed to result from a gradual, irreversible accumulation of deleterious byproducts over time. For example, accumulation of oxidative damage may cause age-related cellular damage and degeneration (Wallace and Melov, 1998; Golden et al., 2002; Balaban et al., 2005) . If this is the case, interventions that delay aging may require long-term treatments throughout the lifespan of the organism. On the other hand, there is also evidence that mortality rates can be influenced by acute dietary interventions, suggesting that interventions specifically at old ages can influence age-related phenotypes (Mair et al., 2003) .
Age-related memory impairment (AMI) is a critical and debilitating phenotype of brain aging, but its underlying mechanisms are still largely unknown. In Drosophila, which has an average lifespan of ϳ30 -40 d after eclosion, AMI of an aversive olfactory association becomes significant at 15 d of age and consists of a specific and progressive decline in middle-term memory (MTM), which can be measured as a decrease in memory, 1 h after training (1 h memory) (Tamura et al., 2003) . AMI is strongly suppressed in heterozygous DC0/ϩ mutants, which are defective for DC0 (Yamazaki et al., 2007) , the gene encoding the major catalytic subunit of protein kinase A. Decreasing PKA to ϳ50% of wild-type activity delays AMI onset to over 30 d and significantly decreases its severity. AMI can be restored in DC0/ϩ flies by expressing a DC0 transgene in the mushroom bodies (MBs), brain structures important for olfactory associative memory in insects.
Memory in Drosophila is highly dependent on PKA activity in the MBs (McGuire et al., 2005) . Large decreases in PKA activity, to ϳ20% of the wild-type amount (Drain et al., 1991; Skoulakis et al., 1993; Li et al., 1996; Goodwin et al., 1997) , as well as increases in PKA activity (Drain et al., 1991) , inhibit memory, while the milder twofold reductions in activity seen in DC0/ϩ flies improve a consolidated form of memory in young flies (Horiuchi et al., 2008) and delay AMI in old flies (Yamazaki et al., 2007) . However, neither DC0 expression nor PKA activity increases upon aging (Yamazaki et al., 2007) . These data suggest that AMI in Drosophila may be caused either by accumulation of damage produced by chronic cAMP/PKA activity throughout aging or through an acute, deleterious, change in activity of a signaling pathway upon old age that occurs downstream of PKA activity. To test this idea, we altered PKA amounts in the MBs in a temporal fashion using the RU486-inducible gene-switch system (Osterwalder et al., 2001 ) to determine when PKA activity causes AMI, and when activity needs to be inhibited to ameliorate AMI.
Materials and Methods
Fly stocks. The wild-type control line, w(CS10) has been described before (Yamazaki et al., 2007) . UAS-PKAc F5.9 and UAS-PKI F12-2 (Kiger et al., 1999) , provided by J. A. Kiger, Jr. (University of California Davis, Davis, CA) were used and are referred to as UAS-DC0
ϩ and UAS-PKI in this manuscript. The P{MB-Switch}12-1 line, referred to as MBS, was pro-vided by R. Davis. Fly stocks were maintained at 25 Ϯ 2°C and 60 Ϯ 10% relative humidity under a 12/12 h light/dark cycle.
Memory assay. Standard single-cycle aversive olfactory conditioning was performed as previously described (Tully and Quinn, 1985; Yamazaki et al., 2007) . About 100 flies were exposed sequentially to two aversive odors (3-octanol and 4-methylcyclohexanol) for 60 s with 45 s rest intervals after each odor presentation. During exposure to the first (CSϩ) odor, flies were also subjected to the unconditioned stimulus, 1.5 s pulses of 60 V DC electric shocks, every 5 s. The second odor (CSϪ) was not paired with shocks. To test for memory retention, trained flies were placed at the choice point of a T-maze and allowed to choose from the CSϩ and CSϪ. Memory was measured as a memory index (Tully and Quinn, 1985) such that a 50:50 distribution (no memory) yielded a memory index of 0 and a 0:100 distribution away from the CSϩ yielded a memory index of 100. For memory retention curves, different groups of flies were trained and tested for each time point.
Sensorimotor responses to odors and electrical shocks. Peripheral control experiments including avoidance of odors and electrical shocks were performed as previously described (Tully and Quinn, 1985) . Approximately 100 naive flies were placed at a choice point of a T-maze, where they had to choose between an odor (OCT or MCH) and mineral oil (odor avoidance) or between electrically shocked and nonshocked conditions (shock avoidance). An avoidance index was calculated as described for memory assays.
RU486 treatment. RU486 was dissolved in ethanol at various concentrations and mixed with fly food to a final concentration of 4% ethanol (Osterwalder et al., 2001; Mao et al., 2004) . Effective concentrations of RU486 were determined by measuring PKI transcripts in UAS-PKI;;MBSwitch (PKI;;MBS) flies fed food containing various concentrations of RU486 (data not shown). For memory assays, flies were returned to normal food 2 h before training to avoid nonspecific inhibitory effects of RU486 on memory (Mao et al., 2004) .
Statistics. Statistical analyses were performed using Prism version 4.01 (GraphPad) . p values Ͻ0.05 were judged as statistically significant.
Results
Olfactory associative memory is tightly regulated by PKA activity in the MBs. Thus, expressing a DC0 transgene (DC0 ϩ ) in the MBs inhibits 1 h memory in a wild-type background, while it restores normal AMI in a DC0/ϩ background, which has decreased basal PKA activity (Yamazaki et al., 2007) . In MB-Switch/UAS-DC0 ϩ (MBS/DC0 ϩ ) flies, a DC0 transgene can be induced in the MBs by feeding flies RU486. However, we were unable to detect a specific increase in DC0 transcripts from head extracts of MBS/DC0 ϩ flies, likely due to a low signal-to-noise ratio (data not shown). Therefore, to determine the appropriate RU486 treatment regimen for induction of the DC0 transgene and clearance of induced DC0 gene product, we measured 1 h memory after aversive olfactory conditioning. We determined that feeding 1 mM RU486 for 48 h was sufficient to inhibit 1 h memory in a wild-type background, while it had no effect on 1 h memory in young flies from a DC0/ϩ background, DC0 B3 /ϩ;MB-Switch/UAS-DC0 ϩ (B3/ϩ; MBS/DC0 ϩ ) (supplemental Fig. 1 A, available at www.jneurosci. org as supplemental material). Returning flies to normal food for 48 h after RU486 feeding was sufficient to restore normal memory in a wild-type background (supplemental Fig. 1 B, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). This indicates that inhibition of memory upon PKA overexpression is an acute effect that can be rescued by restoring normal PKA activity.
AMI was suppressed at 23 d of age in B3/ϩ;MBS/DC0 ϩ flies raised in the absence of RU486 (Fig. 1 A) , indicating that the DC0 transgene is not expressed at levels sufficient to restore AMI in a DC0/ϩ background when RU486 is lacking. On the other hand, we observed AMI in B3/ϩ;MBS/DC0 ϩ flies continuously fed RU486 from 1 to 23 d of age (Fig. 1 A) , confirming that continual PKA expression during aging causes AMI.
To examine the temporal effect of DC0 transgene expression on AMI during aging, we fed B3/ϩ;MBS/ DC0 ϩ flies fed RU486 from 1 to 25 d of age, AMI was completely suppressed in 25-d-old flies that were fed food lacking RU486 for the last 2 d (Fig. 1 B) . Conversely, although AMI did not occur in 25-d-old B3/ϩ;MBS/DC0 ϩ flies fed normal food, we observed a decrease in 1 h memory when these flies were fed RU486 from 23 to 25 d of age (Fig. 1C) . Importantly, since induction of the DC0 transgene at young ages (feeding RU486 from 1 to 3 d of age) did not affect 1 h memory in 3-d-old B3/ϩ;MBS/DC0 ϩ flies (supplemental Fig. 2 A, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material; Fig. 1 A) , these effects are age specific and likely associated with AMI. In addition, RU486 treatment throughout aging did not restore AMI in control B3/ϩ;MBS/ϩ and B3/ϩ;DC0 ϩ flies (supplemental Fig.  2 B, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material) and did not affect task-related odor and shock responses in B3/ ϩ;MBS/DC0 ϩ flies (supplemental Fig.  2C , available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). Thus, our observed effects are due to PKA expression rather than to nonspecific effects of genetic background, RU486 feeding, or altered sensorimotor responses. Together, our results suggest that AMI does not result from accumulation of damage caused by chronic PKA activity throughout aging, but rather results from an increase in PKA-dependent signaling specifically at old ages.
If AMI is caused by an increase in PKA-dependent signaling, it should be ameliorated in a wild-type background by acutely inhibiting PKA at old ages. To test this idea, we expressed PKI, a competitive peptide inhibitor of PKA (Drain et al., 1991; Kiger et al., 1999) , in the MBs in UAS-PKI;;MB-Switch (PKI;;MBS) flies at various periods during aging. We previously reported that feeding 1 mM RU486 to young (1-3 d old) PKI;;MBS flies does not affect 1 h memory (Yamazaki et al., 2007) . However, continuous feeding of RU486 during aging, from 1 to 18 d of age, significantly suppressed AMI at 18 d of age compared to 18-d-old wild-type flies and PKI;MBS flies raised in the absence of RU486 (Fig. 2 A) . Thus, the amount of PKI induced by 1 mM RU486 is sufficient to suppress AMI. When PKI;;MBS flies were fed RU486 from 18 to 20 d of age, 1 h memory at 20 d was significantly higher than in control flies that were not fed RU486 (Fig. 2 B) . Conversely, we observed significant AMI in 20-d-old PKI;;MBS flies fed RU486 from 1 to 18 d of age and returned to normal food from days 18 to 20 (Fig. 2C) . RU486 treatment did not suppress AMI in transgenic control MBS and PKI flies (supplemental Fig. 3A , available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material) and did not affect task-related odor and shock responses in PKI;;MBS flies (supplemental Fig. 3B , available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). These results are consistent with a model where acute PKA activity in aged flies causes AMI.
Our data demonstrate that 1 h memory in old flies can be improved to young levels by an acute, mild reduction in PKA activity. This reduction has no effect on memory in young flies, suggesting that aging causes increases in PKA-dependent signaling, which inhibits memory. To further support our hypothesis that these effects of PKA are related to AMI, we generated and compared memory retention curves of young and old flies having different PKA activities. AMI causes very specific, reproducible changes in memory retention curves in wild-type flies (Tamura et al., 2003) . One-hour memory is severely reduced, while 3 min memory, sometimes referred to as initial learning, and 7 h memory are unaffected or only mildly affected (Fig. 3A) . Memory retention curves of aged flies are indistinguishable from curves of amnesiac memory mutants (Feany and Quinn, 1995) , which are defective specifically for MTM (DeZazzo et al., 1999) . amnesiac flies do not show changes in memory upon aging, indicating that MTM is the major memory phase affected by AMI after singlecycle olfactory training (Tamura et al., 2003) . In DC0/ϩ flies, memory does not change at any retention time upon aging to 20 d, and memory retention curves of old DC0/ϩ flies are reminiscent of those of young wild-type flies (Yamazaki et al., 2007) .
When a DC0 transgene was expressed acutely in the MBs of aged DC0/ϩ flies, the memory retention curve shifted from one resembling that of young wild-type flies to a curve indistinguishable from curves of old wild-type flies (Fig. 3 A, B) . Three-minute memory was unaffected, while 1 h memory was reduced to levels seen in aged wild-type flies. Similar to previously reported B3/ϩ flies (Horiuchi et al., 2008) , B3/ϩ;MBS/DC0 ϩ flies had increased 7 h memory compared to wild-type flies, but this is an effect on anesthesia-resistant memory, a long-lasting memory produced by single-cycle training, that is unrelated to MTM and AMI. Upon acute induction of a DC0 transgene, 7 h memory was also reduced to wild-type levels.
In PKI;;MBS flies, AMI occurs normally in the absence of RU486 feeding and memory retention curves of young and old flies were indistinguishable from those of corresponding wildtype flies (Fig. 3 A, C) . When RU486 was fed to these flies specifically at old age, 3 min memory and 7 h memory were unaffected, while a clear rescue of 1 h memory was observed (Fig. 3C ). These data demonstrate that an increase in PKA activity at old ages predominantly affects MTM, the memory phase affected by AMI.
Discussion
AMI has often been proposed to be an irreversible effect caused by accumulation of deleterious products that cause neuronal dysfunction. However, our current results suggest that there is an acute and reversible component of AMI that depends on PKA activity in the MBs. While decreases in PKA activity to ϳ50% of wild-type activity significantly delay AMI, PKA activity itself does not change upon aging (Yamazaki et al., 2007) . Thus, we first hypothesized that continual PKA activity during aging results in accumulation of products that cause AMI. However, acute overexpression of PKA in the MBs at old ages is sufficient to restore AMI in DC0/ϩ flies, while acute expression of a PKA inhibitory peptide in the MBs at old ages significantly ameliorates AMI in wild-type flies. These results suggest that while PKA activity per se does not increase upon aging, an age-related increase in PKAdependent signaling, likely at a step downstream of PKA itself, contributes to AMI.
The PKA-dependent component that disrupts memory formation upon aging is still not known. Increased PKA-mediated phosphorylation of L-type voltage-gated calcium channels (LVGCCs) and tau, a major component of neurofibrillary tangles (NFTs), is suspected to disrupt neuronal functions required for memory formation (Morrison and Hof, 1997; Foster, 2002; Davare and Hell, 2003; Liu et al., 2004) . Treatment with the LVGCC inhibitor nimodipine preferentially improves learning and memory in aged rabbits and rats (Deyo et al., 1989; Levere and Walker, 1992) , indicating that an age-related increase in LVGCC activity through PKA-mediated phosphorylation may be a cause of AMI. Accumulation of NFTs shows a strong correlation with AMI (Morrison and Hof, 1997) , and PKA is one of several kinases that phosphorylate tau protein and facilitate NFT formation (Liu et al., 2004) . However, we have not found any age-related increases in expression of LVGCCs or tau in Drosophila (T. Miyashita, unpublished observation).
Even if both PKA activity and expression of PKA substrates do not increase, PKA-dependent signaling can be enhanced by inhibiting dephosphorylation or degradation of phosphorylated substrates. Interestingly, we observed decreases in amounts of A1, B, and B2 subunits of calcineurin, a Ca 2ϩ -dependent protein phosphatase, in aged flies (T. Miyashita, unpublished observations). Furthermore, we also observed age-related decreases in expression of a regulatory subunit of PKA, Pka-R1 (T. Miyashita, unpublished observation). Age-related changes in amounts of these phosphatases and regulatory subunits may contribute an age-related increase in PKA-dependent signaling.
AMI is likely to be a complex phenomenon with many different causes. Although it is strongly suppressed in DC0/ϩ mutants, DC0/ϩ flies eventually show AMI at ϳ30 d of age (Yamazaki et al., 2007) . Therefore, there may be a component of AMI, which is independent of PKA activity. In this paper, we suggest that PKAdependent AMI is likely due to acute changes at old age in activity of a PKA-dependent signaling pathway required for MTM formation. We propose that there is an optimal window of activity of this putative pathway that is necessary for maximal MTM formation. As flies age, activity of this pathway changes, leading to decreased MTM and AMI. Acute decreases in PKA activity suppress these age-dependent changes, shifting pathway activity back toward maximal MTM formation. Thus expressing PKA restores AMI in a DC0/ϩ background while inhibiting PKA ameliorates AMI in a wild-type background.
In wild-type flies, AMI is first observed at 15 d of age but becomes progressively more severe upon further aging. In DC0 heterozygotes, AMI does not occur until 30 d of age. However, similar to other aging phenotypes including lifespan, the progression and severity of AMI are influenced by environmental factors, including seasonal fluctuations in temperature and humidity, even in a controlled laboratory environment. Thus, in all our experiments, we specifically chose fly ages where robust AMI (a decrease in 1 h memory of just over 20 PI units) occurs in wildtype flies while not in B3/ϩ flies (no significant decrease in 1 h memory). These fly ages corresponded to 23-25 d for B3/ϩ;MBS/ DC0 ϩ experiments and 18 -20 d for PKI;;MBS experiments. In mammals, inhibition of PKA activity in the prefrontal cortex also improves working memory in aged, cognitively impaired rats but not in young rats (Ramos et al., 2003) . Similar to Drosophila MTM, working memory is a transient form of memory. These data indicate that there may be a conserved PKA-dependent signaling whose activity increases upon aging and impairs a short form of memory in both vertebrate and invertebrates. Recently, it has been reported that aging also affects long-term memory, a consolidated type of aversive memory that is formed only after multiple trainings with interspersed rest intervals (Mery, 2007) . While it will be of interest in the future to determine whether defects in long-term memory can also be ameliorated by acute treatments, our current observations provide new insights into developing strategies to combat short-term cognitive declines that occur upon aging.
